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Abstract-We consider optical networks using wave- a signal launched from a transmitter may arrive at a va-
length division multiplexing, where the path a signal riety of receivers on many different wavelengths and/or
takes is determined by the network switches, the wave- arrive at a receiver on several different wavelengths.
length of the signal, and the location the signal origi-
nated. Therefore, a signal is routed through a combi-
nation of circuit switching and wavelength routing (as- the number of available wavelengths,1 it will be necessary
signing it a wavelength). We present a bound on the to simultaneously assign many transmitters the same wave-
minimum number of wavelengths needed based on the length. Since two signals using the same wavelength can-
connectivity requirements of the users and the number not travel over the same fiber simultaneously, collisions
of switching states. In addition, we present a lower
bound on the number of switching states in a network
using a combination of circuit switching, wavelength must insure that signals do not collide at any intended re-
routing, and frequency changing. The bounds hold for ceiver. That is, if receiver m is listening to wavelength A
all networks with switches, wavelength routing, and at time t, we must insure that only one signal assigned to

wavelength changing devices. Several examples are A at time t arrives at receiver m. If two or more arrive, we
presented including a network with near optimal wave-
length re-use. say there is contention. In this paper we present bounds,

some of which are shown to be tight, on the number of
wavelengths required under various user connectivity re-

I. INTRODUCTION quirements. The lower bounds allow the possibility of re-

We consider all-optical networks (AONs) using wave- arranging the wavelengths assigned to active sessions to
length division multiplexing, circuit switching and wave- accommodate new session requests. None of the construc-

length routing (A-routing for short). An advantage of A- tions require rearranging.

routing is spatial re-use of wavelengths. We show that In section II, we formalize the network model and user

there is a limit to the possible amount of wavelength re- connectivity requirements. In section III, we analyze two

use. special types of passive A-routing networks. We show that

In a A-routing network, the path a signal takes is a func- for these special cases, the number of wavelengths must be

tion of the the wavelength of the signal and the location on the order of the number of active sessions for a broad

of the signal transmitter. If the signal paths are under class of user connectivity requirements.

control of the network, e.g. through the use of switches We then relax the wavelength routing restrictions used

or dynamic wavelength routing devices, we say that the in section III and consider A-routing networks with ar-

network is configurable. Otherwise we say the network is bitrary topology, wavelength changers, and switches. A

passive or fixed. In a configurable network, the wavelength lower bound on the number of wavelengths is presented

paths can be modified to suit the current traffic demands. in section IV.A. Section IV.B discusses the influence of

The recently proposed Linear Lightwave Network (LLN) fixed wavelength changing on the bound. In section IV.C,

[1] is a configurable A-routing network. In a passive net- we show that the bound can be very tight and that near

work, the path is only a function of the wavelength and optimal wavelength re-use is possible without wavelength

signal origin. conversion.

Since we are allowing the use of wavelength conversion Section V is devoted to connectors, i.e. networks that

within the network, a signal launched from a transmitter can establish arbitrary one-to-one connections between us-

may arrive at a receiver on a different wavelength. In fact, ers. For passive networks, we use the bound to show that
the number of wavelengths must be on the order of the
square root of the number of users. In addition, we show
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that of a conventional circuit switched network with one
wavelength. However, it may be possible to combine wave- Physical 1 1

length routing and circuit switching to reduce the required Topology
number of switches by a constant factor. For instance,
with M 1/ 4 wavelengths, it may be possible to reduce the
required number of switches by a factor of 2. However, to i3

reduce the number of switches by a factor of 10, at least
M 9/2 0 wavelengths are required. Further reductions re-
quire the number of wavelengths to grow at a rate which
rapidly approaches V/'M.

In section VI, we extend our bounds to partial connec- Logical °) :. .- (.
tors, i.e. networks that can establish arbitrary one-to-
one connections between users, up to a fixed number of Topology
sessions. We show that the number of wavelengths must --'-
be on the order of the square root of the number of active
sessions. The results are briefly summarized in section VII.

II. NETWORK MODEL

We first consider networks with Mt transmitters, Mr re- Fig. 1. Example of a A-routing network, Solid = G , Dashed =R ,
Dotted = B.

ceivers, and F wavelengths. Each transmitter (receiver)
is connected to one outgoing (incoming) fiber. To model
wavelength changing, we define an origin-destination chan- termined, is in the tuning of the transmitters and receivers.
nel, or OD channel, as an ordered pair of channels and This network can support any matching of the transmit-
use the notation f:f', where f and f' are wavelengths, to ters to two of the receivers (with no multi-casting) except
represent an OD channel. We say that transmitter n is the matching T = {(1, 2), (2, 3)}. To see that this traf-
connected to receiver m on OD channel f:f' if a signal fic cannot be supported, notice that transmitters 1 and 2
launched from n on f is received at m on f'. If a trans- must both be assigned Red. Since there is a path from 2 to
mitter or receiver is tuned to wavelength f, we say that 2 on Red, the two sessions collide at receiver 2. This need
it is assigned f. Note that there is no assumed relation- not happen for any other pair of session provided wave-
ship between the OD channels connecting transmitter n lengths are assigned properly. The connection matrix of
to receiver m and the OD channels connecting transmitter the network is given by
m to receiver n. Using the OD channel terminology, the
connectivity of a A-routing network can be fully described H {G:G,R:R} {R:R} {B:B (1)
by the set J7 = {Hp 1O E I}, where H,p(n,m) is the set {G:G} {R:R} {R:G} (

of OD channels connecting transmitter n to receiver m in For the remainder of this paper, we consider networks
switching state 4, and Zir are the switching states of the with M users where each user has one transmitter and one
network. A switching state represents the joint state of
all devices within the network, i.e. switches, wavelength can be easily extended to the case where Mt Mcan be easily extended to the case where Mt 7 Mr.
routers, and wavelength changers.routers, and wavelength changers. Before deriving our bounds, we need to carefully de-

In networks without wavelength changing, f:f'EH~ (n, m) scribe the connectivity requirements of the users. A ses-
implies that f = f'. In this case, we use the obvious short
hand notation of f for f:f . If I = 1, the network is ion (n, m) is defined to be an ordered pairing of a trans-hand notation of f for f:f' . If Aftl r' 1, the network is mitter n to a receiver m. A traffic T is a set of simultaneous
passive. Also, if F = 1, then then the network is a con- T, we say that 

sessions. If (n, m) E T, we say that (n, m), n, and m are
ventional circuit switched network. active in T. If two sessions are active in the same traffic

As an example, consider the 2 transmitter, 3 receiver, T, they are said to be concurrent in T. The traffic set T
passive A-routing network shown in Fig. 1. The A-nodes is the set of allowable traffics states. For our purposes, T
selectively route the signals from the transmitters to the re- fully describes the connectivity requirements of the users.
ceivers based on wavelength only. The 7r-node represents a An important example is the ermutation Traffic Set, i.e.An important example is the Permutation Traffic Set, i.e.
fixed wavelength converter which changes wavelength Red the traffic set containing all one-to-one complete match-
to wavelength Green. Since the network is passive, the

t c g o t ings of transmitters to receivers. A network which sup-
roiwaveleng of th e A- c aanhne not e r.and the wavelength ports permutation routing is called a connector. Note that
routing of the A-nodes cannot be reconfigured. Thus if the Permutation Traffic Set for M users has M! elements,
there is a path from transmitter n to receiver m on wave- each element being a traffic. Another important example
length A, there is always such a path even if there is no is the p-Permutation Traffic Set, defined to be the set of
traffic between n and m. Paths for three wavelengths, R, all one-to-one matchings of transmitters to receivers with
G, and B are also shown in Fig. 1. The only freedom, after at most pM active sessions. A network which supports
the network topology and wavelength paths have been de- p-permutation routing is called a partial connector.p-permutation routling is called a partial connector.



III. BROADCAST AND SIMPLE NETWORKS TABLE I.

A broadcast AON with F wavelengths is one in which 10 USER AON WITH 7 WAVELENGTHS.

each transmitter is connected to each receiver on all wave- 6 2 3 4 5 7 1 1 1 1
lengths, i.e. H(n, m) = {1, 2, ..., F}, for all (n, m). Clearly, 1 6 3 4 5 2 7 2 2 2
to do p-permutation routing, exactly pM wavelengths are 1 2 6 4 5 3 3 7 3 3
needed in a broadcast network. 1 2 3 6 5 4 4 4 7 4

A simple AON is defined to be a passive AON where 1 2 3 4 6 5 5 5 5 7
pairs of users are connected by at most one OD channel, 7 1 1 1 1 6 2 3 4 5
i.e. IH(n,m)l < 1. Simple networks have the practical 2 7 2 2 2 1 6 3 4 5
advantage that the OD channel used by a session is not 3 3 7 3 1 2 6 3 4
a function of the other active sessions. Let Fs(M, p) be 4 4 4 7 4 1 2 3 6 5
the minimum number of wavelengths to do p-permutation 5 5 5 5 7 1 2 3 4 6
routing with a simple AON. In this section, we show

iM+1 < F (M < , M 2 (22[M-- 1] - Fs(Mp) - + 2 (2) To finish the proof, we need only count the left hand
side of (6) in a different way. Notice that for all n,

for all pM > 2. Notice that the required number of wave-
lengths in independent of p, for pM > 2. If pM = 1, then M F 1
a broadcast network supports the traffic set and exactly < F (7)
one wavelength is required. Also if p < .5, (2) shows that m=1 dr(n, m) dr(n, m)
a broadcast network is more wavelength efficient than a H(n,m)=f

simple wavelength routing network. since the inner sum is 1 if f is used in row n and 0
Theorem 1 Let FS(M, p) be the minimum number of wave- otherwise. Similarly, the number of d-colors used in
lengths to do p-permutation routing with a simple AON. column m is
Then, M

[M- 21 1 -F,(M, p) < 21 +2 (3) d (n,) < (8)

Proof: Let H be any simple AON that supports Thus, the left hand side of (6) is at most 2FM. The
p-permutation routing, pM > 2. Then clearly H must fact that F must be integer completes the proof of the
support 2--permutation routing. That is, H must lower bound.
support the following traffic set, The following construction, which uses [M2 + 2]

def wavelengths without wavelength changing is adapted
2 d= {(n, mn), (x, y) I n x, m y} (4) from [3]. The construction supports p-permutation

We will show that at least [M+]l wavelengths are routing for all 0 < p < 1. Specifically for a 2M x
required to avoid contention. 2M square, call the rows X1, X2, XM, M, Y, Y2, ... YM and

Let f(n,m): f'(n,m) be the OD channel in H(n,m). the columns u1, u2, ...UM, v1 , V2, ...VM . The coloring is
We refer to f(n,m) as the o-color and f'(n,m) as as follows,
the d-color of (n, m). Now define dr(n, m) to be the
number of entries in row n with o-color f(n, m). Note f(i, uj)= f'(xi,uj ) =j for i 12,...M, i
that dr(n,m) >1 since H(n,m) contains o-color f(n,m). f(xi,vj) = f'(xi,vj) = i for = 1, 2, ...M, j : i
Similarly define dc(n, m) > 1 to be the number of en- f(yi,uj) = fi(yi, j) = for 1, 2, ...M,j i
tries in column m with d-color f'(n, m). Note also f(Yi, vj) = f(yi, v) = j for i = 1, 2, ... M, j i
that dr(n, m) < M and dc(n, m) < M since a color
can be used at most M times in a row or column. f(xi, i) = f(xi, ui) = M + 1 for i = 1,2,...M

Notice that if d,(n,m) > 2 and dr(n,m) > 2, f(i,vi) = f'(xi,vi) = M+2 for i= 1,2,...M
then there exists an m' such that f' = f'(n,m') = f(yi, ui) = f'(i, ui) = M +2 for i= 1,2,...M
f'(n, m) and similarly there exists an n' such that f = f(yi, vi) = f(Yi, vi) = M + 1 for i = 1, 2, ... M
f(n, m) = f(n', m). It therefore follows that there is A 7 wavelength, 10 user example is shown in Table I.
contention at receiver m' in traffic {(n',m),(n,m')} as Wavelength 1 is printed in boldface to help the reader
the reader can easily verify. Therefore, discern the pattern.

1 1 1 [
1 - + > 1+ (5)

dr(, m) d,(n, m) 1 M In the remaining sections, we will relax the restriction

for all (n, m). Now summing over all (n, m) gives IH(n, m)l = 1. Before proceeding, we note 3 extensions
of this work. First, for simple AONs without wavelength

E ------ - > M2 +1 - . (6) changing, the minimum number of wavelengths is exactly
dr(n, ) d (n,m) i M+ M + 21. The slight improvement to the lower bound is
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shown by relating the problem of supporting T2 in a sim- the first and second row of v, respectively. vi, and v,,t
ple network without wavelength changing to a previously are known as the transmitting and receiving tuning states,
solved graph coloring problem [3]. The added complexi- respectively.
ty is not worth the improved results for our purposes so A tuning state v, together with a switching state x&,
we omit the details. Second, this problem can be extend- defines a network state. If H7 is a A-routing network, we
ed to the case where the number of transmitters is not say that a network state is feasible for traffic T if all active
equal to the number of receivers [4,5]. Third, the results sessions (n, m) in T can be assigned OD channel f,n : fd,m
of this section hold for passive AONs that are not simple, without contention when the network is in switching state
but assign a fixed OD channel to each session. In this ,b. Network state feasibility is formally defined below.
case f(n, m): f'(n, m) represents the OD channel used by Definition 1 Network State Feasibility
session (n, m) and as is the case for simple networks, the Let 71 = Hp I E T} be a A-routng network, v be a
session (n, m) is always routed through the same path in tuning state, and t a switching state. Then the network
the network. This type of routing is called oblivious rout-

state defined by v and ~p is feasible for a trafgic T ifing [6].
(Cl) Active sessions are connected, i.e.

V(n, m) E T, fo,n: fd,m EC H(n, m).
(C2) Concurrent sessions do not contend, i.e.

In this section, we only concern ourselves with traffics fo,,.:fd,y ¢ Hp,(n, y) and fo,,,:fd,m Hp,(x, m) if
that are one-to-one complete matchings of transmitters to {(n, m), (x, y)} C T.
receivers, i.e. ITI _= M and each transmitter (receiver) is Condition (2) says that for all pairs of concurrent sessions
in exactly one session in each allowable traffic. Extension- (n,m) and (z,y), there is not a path from n to y on
s of the bound presented in this section to traffics with f,,n fd,y and similarly there is not a path from x to m
multicasting and/or with less than M active sessions can on fx f d,m.

be found in [7,5]. Section VI of this paper discusses the We say that a network 't supports traffic set T without
special case of jp-permutation routing. contention if for each allowable traffic, there is a feasi-

The organization of this section is as follows. In sec- ble network state. We will show below, in lemma 3, that
tion IV.A, we present the lower bound. Section IV.B dis- a network state can be feasible for at most one traffic.
cusses the influence of wavelength changing on this bound. Therefore, the number of network states must be at least
The example in section IV.C shows that this bound can be the number of traffics. Bounding the number of network
tight. states will then prove (9). Following the proof of (9), we

will discuss some further interpretations of this result with
A. Lower Bound an emphasis on the role wavelength changers play in defin-

ing feasible network tuning states. Afterwards, we will
For any allowable traffic, an OD channel must be as-

presents some examples.signed to each active session. Two concurrent sessions col- We now formally prove our bound.
lide if they arrive at the same receiver on the same wave-
length. Such a collision may not be fatal; it is fatal only Theorem 2 Lower Bound
if the collision occurs at one of the intended receivers. If Let F(T, S) be the minimum number of wavelengths needed
two sessions have a fatal collision, we say they contend. to support T without contention for any A-routing network

Let F(T, S) be the minimum number of wavelengths with S states. Then,
needed to support all the traffics in T without contention
for any A-routing network with Il1 = S states. Our main F(T,S) ( (11)
result, proved in this section, is that S

fITI \*M which implies that for any A-routing network with F wave-
F(T, S) > (I) (9) lengths,

S > ITIlF - 2 M (12)For example, the permutation traffic set has ITI = M!
traffics. Therefore, applying the bound and using M! > where _TJ is the number of traffics states in T.
MMe- M, at least V/M-/e wavelengths are needed to ar-
bitrarily interconnect M users in any passive (S = 1) A- Proof: Part I: S = 1
routing network. First consider an arbitrary passive A-routing network

Define a tuning state, v, as the 2 x M matrix specified by a connection matrix H. Since H is as-
sumed to be able to support T, it must be true that

V [ fo,l fo,2 ... f 0 ,M 1 there is a feasible tuning state for each T E T. We will
L fd,1 fd, 2 ... fd,M J (10) show in the lemma below that for a passive network,

conditions (C1) and (C2) imply that a tuning state
where fo,n (fd,m) is the wavelength assigned to transmitter can be feasible for at most one traffic. Therefore, in a
n (receiver m) in this tuning state. Let vin and vout be passive network, the number of tuning states must be
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greater than the number of allowable traffics. Since number of tuning states. That is, it is true that for any T,
the number of tuning states is F2 M, this completes JV(T)I < FM for networks without wavelength changing
the proof for passive networks. and V(T) < F2 M for networks with wavelength changing.

Part II: S > 1 However, the total number of tuning states for networks
Let 1T be the traffics supported by the network in without wavelength changing is much greater than FM.
switching state 3. Then since T = U[,-J 71, there The correct version of Theorem 2 for networks without
exists a switching state that supports at least JTj/S wavelength changing is given below in Theorem 4. The
traffics. Now apply Part I in this switching state. This improvement is negligible; we include it to emphasize that
proves (11) for arbitrary S. Solving (11) for S gives the number of feasible tuning states in a network without
(12). E wavelength changing is not limited to FM and to spare the

ambitious reader from repeating the argument.
Lemma 3 In a passive network, a tuning state can be fea- Theorem 4 uses the fact thatin a network without wave-

sible for at most one traffic. Theorem 4 uses the fact that in a network without wave-
length changing, f:f' E H~p(n, m) implies f = f'. Com-

Proof: Consider an arbitrary passive A-routing net- bining this with condition (C1), we see that in order for v
work specified by a connection matrix H. Let V(T) to be feasible for a traffic, fo,, = fd,m for all active sessions
be the set of feasible tuning vectors for a traffic T. (n, m). This implies that in any traffic the number of re-
That is V(T) are those vectors v that satisfy condi- ceivers tuned to wavelength f must equal the number of
tions (C1) and (C2). transmitters tuned to wavelength f. Therefore, in networks

Suppose v were feasible for two traffics. Specifical- without wavelength changing, the receiving tuning state
ly, suppose v E V(T) and v E V(T'). Since T $ T', must be a permutation of the transmitting tuning state.
there must be at least one receiver m matched to n in Therefore, the possible number of tuning states is much
T, i.e. (n, m) E T, and not matched to n in T', i.e. less than F2M. However, it is also much larger than FM.
(n, m) M T'. Since m is active in T', there must be In fact, so much larger that (11) will barely be affected.
an x : n such that (x, m) E T'. From condition (C1) Theorem 4 Lower Bound for Networks without
applied in T, there must be a path from n to m on Wavelength Changing
fo,n : fd,m, i.e. fo,n fd,m E H(n, m). Also from con- Let F'(T, S) be the minimum number of wavelengths need-
dition (C1) applied in T' there must be a path from ed to support T without contention for any A-routing net-
x to m on f,,,: fd,m, i.e. fo,x : fd,m E H(x, m). Now work without wavelength changing. Let S be the number of
since x is active in T, there must be a y such that switching states. Theng
(x, y) E T. Therefore condition (2) is violated since
{(n,m),(x,y)} C T and there is a path from x to 2-M

m on OD channel f,,, fd,,. This is a contradiction F'(T, S) > (1 + e) ) (13)
since we assume v was feasible for T. o

where IT I is the number of traffics in T and e goes to 0

faster than _n
B. Discussion ft 

Proof. In Appendix. []
Let # network states = # switching states x # tun- In Appendix.

ing states. According to Theorem 2, the total number of The preceding theorem does not say that wavelength
network states must be large enough to assign a unique changing cannot help, only that the absence of wavelength
network state to each traffic in the traffic set. That is, changing will not significantly change the lower bound de-

# switching states x # tuning states > # traffics rived earlier.

is a necessary condition to avoid contention for any A-
routing network. Since there are F2M tuning states, this . Near Optimal Wavelength Reuse
reduces to Now we present an example to make 2 important points.

Fw n se 2
M > # traffics First, S x FM > ITl is not a necessary condition to avoid

# switching states )xF< 2 # traffics contention in networks without wavelength changing. Sec-

Now consider networks without wavelength changing. ond, the bound derived in Theorem 2 can be extremely
There is a temptation to apply the following erroneous tight, even in the absence of wavelength changing.
reasoning. The number of traffics is ITI. There are M In order to describe the traffic set, group the transmit-
active sessions and each session is assigned one of the F ters into disjoint sets, T-Groups, of size v/i-. Number
wavelengths. Therefore, it must be true that S x FM > the T-Groups from 1 to V7~ and let I(n) be the T-Group
IT I for networks without wavelength changing. This is of transmitter n. Similarly group the receivers into R-
not true. We will show by example in section IV.C that Groups and let 1 < J(m) < ~VA be the R-Group of
this argument can vastly overestimate the required number receiver m. Now define T

SB to be the set of all traf-
of wavelengths for networks without wavelength changing. fics without multicasting with exactly one active session
The above reasoning fails because it counts the possible between each [T-Group,R-Group] pair. A typical traffic
number of tuning states for any traffic T, not the total is shown in Fig. 2. It is straightforward to show that
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F > VW (14) m

for any passive A-routing network. To see that the lower \
bound is very tight, consider the non-wavelength changing
passive network shown in Fig. 3. The network uses a total Fig. 4. An all-optical implementation of a I x F switch.
of V wavelengths and can support TSB. Numbering
the wavelengths by the integers from 1 to F = VAM, the
connection matrix is defined by over all A-routing networks with S switching states. We

show in section V.A that
H(n, m) = (I(n) - J(m)) mod x/-7 + 1 (15)

If we had used the incorrect bound FM > ITssBI for networks 8- S- /M log 2M > F(M, S) S 2 (16)
without wavelength changing, we would have predicted e
that at least M- wavelengths were needed. Note also that For S =, 8/MlogM wavelengths suffice, significantly
H is a simple network (see section III) that uses +/M less than the best previously reported upper bound of
wavelengths. Theorem 1 does not apply in this case since [M + 2] wavelengths [7].3 However, the proof in V.A

2 X TSB. Therefore, even though H can support IytsBI uses fixed wavelength changers whereas the construction of
and ITSBI is quite large, it cannot support many traffics section III does not. Proofs of the sufficiency of
with only two sessions. For instance, H cannot support O (M log M) wavelengths without wavelength changers
two simultaneously sessions between a T-Group and an can be found in [10,2].
R-Group, even if these two sessions are the only active
sessions in the entire network.

The internal network connecting the T-Groups to the R- A. Determining the Minimum Number of Wavelengths
Groups shown in Fig. 3 is called a WDM cross-connect [8]. In this section, we will prove (16). The lower bound
WDM cross-connects are examples of Latin Routers which follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the inequality
can be implemented in a distributed fashion using a Unique M! > MMe- M. The upper bound is derived using a trans-
Path Multi-stage Interconnection Network (UPMIN). In formation and known results in switching networks. The
the UPMIN design, each stage consists of identical gen- remainder of this section discusses the upper bound.
eralized Mach Zehnder interferometers of size M4 x M4 Consider Fig. 4. Here a tunable transmitter is followed
[9]. by a demultiplexer which separates the F wavelengths each

onto a separate fiber. Each demultiplexer output is then

V. PERMUTATION ROUTING followed by a wavelength changer which takes any input
wavelength and converts it to wavelength 1. All-to-one

Because of its importance, we now discuss permutation wavelength changing devices have been demonstrated, but
routing. Recall that permutation routing was defined as currently their use is limited to signals using amplitude
the set of all complete matchings of transmitters and re- modulation [11,12,13]. The device in Fig. 4 is functional-
ceivers and that a network which supports permutation ly equivalent to an 1 x F switch, the state of the switch
routing is called a connector. Let F(M, S) be the min-
imum number of wavelengths to do permutation routing 3 This is the construction discussed in section III.
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being determined by the wavelength of the transmitter. T 2
Similarly, the device in Fig. 5 is functionally equivalent
to a F x 1 switch, where here the ith wavelength changer
converts wavelength 1 to wavelength i. Now consider a
network with M transmitters, M receivers, and F wave- qd
lengths. Use the constructions above to build an 1 x F
switch after each transmitter and a F x 1 switch before e
each receiver. By connecting outputs of the 1 x F switches 
to inputs of the F x 1 switches (not necessarily in a one- x
to-one fashion), a network with two switching stages can
be built. Such a network is an example of a depth 2 inter-
connection network [14]. Here, however we have the added Fig. 6. An all-optical implementation of a 1 x Fd switch using a lxd
restriction that the switches be of size no more than F. switch. 'Pi is the ith state of the switch.
[14, Theorem 3] proves the existence of depth 2 connectors
using log2 S = 0(M3/2logM) switching crosspoints. Itusing l 2 S 2 M) switching crosspoints. For passive networks, the upper bound presented there and
is easy to verify that the proof uses switches of size no more
than 8 [/Mlog2 M i. When S = 1, the upper bound in in (18) are both e ( IMog wavelengths.
than(16) follows. 8 [V/~ When = the upper bound in It should be noted that although [14] proves the exis-

To shfow. the case where S >1, we replace the 1 F tence of 2-stage switching networks with switch size
To show the case where $ > 1, we replace the 1 x F

switches and the F x 1 switches by 1 x Fd and Fd x 1 (Mo, explicit constructions with this switch size
are not currently known.

switches, where d = [S2MJ. The construction of the

switches is straightforward. For instance, a 1 x Fd switch
is shown in Fig. 6. A network built from these switches B Determining the Minimum Number of Switches
has less than S states and the number of wavelengths used Since for F < v/M/e, it is impossible to build a connector
is the size of the switches times d. Therefore, without switches, we now consider the issue of whether us-

ing a combination of switching and wavelength routing can
F(M, d2M) d < 8 r[M 1og2 Mi (17) significantly reduce the number of switches required when

F < /M-/e. Let S(M, F) be the minimum number of
The upper bound in (16) now follows by dividing both states to do permutation routing over all A-routing
sides by d and ignoring the integer constraints. We have networks with F wavelengths so that log2 S(M, F) is the
just proved the following theorem, minimum required number of 2 x 2 switches. Then,

Theorem 5 Let F(M, S) be the minimum number of wave- log 2 S(M, F) > M log 2 M-2M log2 F- 1.44M (21)
lengths to do permutation routing over all A-routing net-
works with S states. Then When F = 1, (21) agrees with the well known formula for

the minimum complexity of an M x M non-blocking switch

L I-S Mlg I>F( e in switches due to A-routing. That is, define G to be

The upper bound in (18) can be written G 1 SM 1) 
(M, ) log 2 S(M, ) (22)

F(M < S)<A (7 (Skiff ) (19) It is easy to see that a gain of 2 may be achieved if the
number of wavelength grows at a rate of M 1/ 4 . However,

Recently, Aggarwal, et. al. [2] have improved this to to achieve a gain of 10, F must grow like M 9/ 20 . Larger
gains require F to grow at a rate rapidly approaching JVi.

F(M,S) (20 Consider the following variation: either the transmitters
/1 + log F(M, S) <- 2 or the receivers are tunable to one of F wavelengths, but
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not both. In this case, the number of tuning states is no Let F'(T, S) be the minimum number of wavelengths need-
more than FM. Applying lemma 3, at least O (M log M) ed to support T without contention for any A-routing net-
switches are needed to build a non-blocking connector. work without wavelength changing. Let S be the number of
Pieris and Sasaki have shown that this bound is in fact switching states. Then,
achievable [16].

F'(T, S) > (1+ ) (1 ) (25)
VI. p-PERMUTATION ROUTING S

In section V we showed that V/-M/e wavelengths are where ITI is the number of traffics in T and e goes to 0
required for networks supporting M arbitrary sessions with- faster than H.
out multicasting. Here we extend those results to networks M

supporting pM < M arbitrary sessions without multicas- Proof: Let V be the number of tuning states where
ting. We show that p-M/e wavelengths are required in vut is a permutation of vi. Also, let V(k), k =
this case. [k1, k2, ..., kF], be the number of transmitting tuning

Recall that the p-permutation traffic set is the set of all states with ki transmitters using wavelength i. Ob-
one-to-one matchings of transmitters to receivers with no viously, V(k) is also the number of receiving tuning
more than pM active sessions. Let F(M, p, S) be the min- states with ki receivers using wavelength i. In addi-
imum number of wavelengths to do p-permutation rout- tion, each receiving state counted in V(k) is a per-
ing over all A-routing networks with S states. Also, let mutation of any vi, with ki transmitters using wave-
S(M, p,F) be the minimum number of states to do length i. Therefore
p-permutation routing over all A-routing networks with F) (2
wavelengths. Then, V = E V2(k,k 2,...,kF) (26)

. ki=M

F(M,p,S) > S-ePM = (27)

(PM F i=M
log2 S(M, p,F) pMlog2 -F)- 1.44pM (24) ,kF

Using the Central Limit Theorem, we approximate
since to do p-permutation routing over M users, it is neces- the multinomial distribution by an F- 1 dimensional
sary to do permutation routing over pM users. The lower Gaussian density with mean and variance Gaussian density with mean M and variance MF- 1

bounds now follow from sections V.A and V.B. Therefore, 4 F,in each dimension.4 V can then be approximated by
passive AONs require pPM/e wavelengths to do
p-permutation routing, as claimed. F

V ; F2M (28)
(/ F-F

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we considered networks using a combi-
nation of wavelength routing, wavelength changing, and number of traffics can be no more than the
circuit switching. A general bound on the number of wave- number of network states, V x S > ITT. Let F* be
lengths was presented. The bound holds for all AONs and the smallest F such that V x S > ITI. Using the
can be tight, even in the absence of wavelength converters. Gaussian approximation for V and relaxing the inte-
For p-permutation routing on M users, at least p//e ger constraints,
wavelengths are needed to avoid contention. For permuta- In lTI - n S F* 4rM 1
tion routing, there exists passive AONs with no more than In F* = M + In - - In 47rM (29)
8/M log 2 M wavelengths.

For configurable networks, (21) shows that WDM com- Now, define a such that F* = atFo, where ln F =

bined with wavelength routing and wavelength changing LnITI-lnS Since Fo is the lower bound on F for
2M

cannot change the order of growth of the number of switches. networks with channel changing, a > 1. Thus (29)
However it may be possible to reduce the number of switches reduces to
by a factor. For instance, with ~ 108 users and 1000
wavelengths, wavelength routing could possibly reduce the In c = In n 47rM (30)
number of switches by about a factor of 5. Therefore, even 4M aF 4M
in very large networks, wavelength routing may reduced Note that the right hand side of (30) is an increasing
hardware cost and switching control complexity. function of both a and F,. Since F* is no more than

M (since V > FM and ITI < M!), a is no more than

APPENDIX M/F,. Using a < F to bound the right hand side of

Theorem 6 Lower Bound for Networks without 4It is also possible to lower bound the multinomial to reach the

Wavelength Changing: same conclusion.
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(30) shows that Ina < .25 In 47r. Using a_ < (47r) , we Richard A. Barry (S'90-M'93) was born in Los Angeles, Cal-
get ifornia on July 5th, 1966. In 1989, he earned his B.S. and M.S.

degrees in electrical engineering from the Massachusetts Insti-
ia<(4n) 4 F0 in (4r)3/4 M 1 tute of Technology, Cambridge, MA.

In a < 4M In - 4M In47rM (31) After completing his Ph.D. at MIT in 1993, he joined the

faculty at George Washington University, Washington DC, in

the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department.
Since the right hand side of (31) is increasing His research interests are in the areas of communication sys-

Fo, we can replace Fo by its largest possible value. tems and networks. Prof. Barry is a member of Sigma Xi and
Fo is increasing with ITl and m < M!. Therefore, was awarded the IEEE Communications Society Scholarship in

Fo < (M!) 1/ 2 M. Using Sterling's approximation gives 1990-1. He has worked for Lincoln Labs and Hughes Aircraft

us our final bound on In a, Company.

Ina < (4ir) (2irM)4M- In (47r) 34 in 47rM
n4 1Me k (27rM)>4M 4M

Since MuM - 1 + O(!fl~kL) l n a -- Q(1n Let Pierre A. Humblet (S'72-M'77-SM'91-F'93) received the Elec-
Since M-/ M+ O(I-), lna ( ). e- trical Engineer degree from the University of Louvain, Bel-

e = a-1, so e = Q0(1i). This completes the proof. gium, in 1973, and the MSEE and Ph.D. degrees from the
a] Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA.

After graduating in 1978 he remained at MIT where he is
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